Orthopaedic anatomy of the sternum: A micro-CT study to guide the fixation of sternal fractures
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Abstract

Background: The rise of manubriosternal joint (MSJ) fractures and lack of literature has spurred an interest in surgical fixation. We hypothesize that locations exist within the sternum that will yield best screw purchase and more rigid fixation of sternal fractures.

Methods: Nine cadaveric sternums were scanned using micro-CT and reconstructed. The anterior surface length and angle were measured. The sternum was divided into percentages from the jugular notch (0%) to the xiphisternal joint (100%). Three reference points were marked dividing the axial section into 4 equal quarters from right to left and the total width was measured. At each point of interest, total and anterior and posterior cortical thickness were measured. Values at each percentage were averaged and analyzed.

Results: The average length of the manubrium and sternum were 5.1 cm and 9.8 cm respectively and the MSJ occurred near 35%. The sternal angle averaged 16.9°. The sternum was widest at 10%, averaging 6.6 cm and narrowest at the MSJ. The superolateral and inferomedial manubrium and superior sternal body exhibited small specimen variations and had small standard errors. The 95% confidence interval encompasses a maximum and minimum thickness value of 21.4 and 5.2 mm respectively. The results obtained, though clinically relevant, exhibited no statistical difference.

Conclusions: Micro-CT is an effective tool for the evaluation of sternal anatomy. The middle 50% of the manubrium and superior sternal body exhibited the least variability and should be utilized for screw placement during fracture fixation. Screw lengths should be no greater than 21 mm and no less than 5.2 mm. This study predicts that the sternum is amenable to effective plate and screw fixation. A larger scale CT study of living patients warranted before areas of greatest screw purchase can be determined with certainty.

Background

The Angle of Louis, more commonly known as the sternal angle or the manubriosternal joint (MSJ), was first described by Pierre Charles Alexandre Louis, a 19th century Frenchman who postulated that increased angulation was associated with worsening progression of emphysema [1]. Since then, the anatomy of the sternum and the MSJ has remained essentially unstudied. This can be attributed to a multitude of factors, the most important of which is the historical infrequency of sternal fractures and low complication rates of cerclage wiring following median sternotomy for open thoracic surgery [2]. Today, sternal fractures are believed to be present in 0.64% of all motor vehicle trauma patients [3]. Furthermore, sternal fractures are present in 3% to 8% of all blunt force trauma patients [2].

The sternum is comprised of three bones: the manubrium, the sternal body, and the xiphoid process. It articulates with the clavicles and the cartilaginous portions of the first through seventh ribs and serves as a major attachment for the sternocleidomastoid and pectoralis major muscles. The MSJ, found at the insertion of the second rib, is connected by fibrocartilage [4]. It is comprised of cancellous bone encased in a thin layer of compact cortical bone. The anterior surface of the manubrium and proximal sternal body is convex and the posterior surface is concave. Further down the body, the shape transitions to biconcave before reaching the xiphoid [5]. These known anatomical properties of the sternum help explain an inherent weakness at the MSJ. In fact, Labbe et al (2009) found that 82% of sternal fractures were located at the MSJ and of those 56% were fracture-dislocations [6].

Recently, there has been increasing interest in fixation of MSJ fractures and dislocations due to increasing incidence of the fractures themselves combined with the desire to avoid the comorbidities of poorly healed fractures. This incidence has spiked in the last few decades as a result of increasing emphasis on seat belt usage and growing participation in contact sports. Also, the widespread use of CT imaging of trauma patients in emergency departments has increased the apparent incidence [3,4,7]. The indications for operative management include nonunion, chronic pain leading to respiratory compromise, damage to underlying organs, and failed closed reduction of displaced fractures [8]. However, at this time there has been no standard method proven to be superior to any other for the fixation of MSJ fracture-dislocations [9,10]. All comparative studies to date have focused primarily on sternal reduction following median sternotomy. In these studies, plating has been proven to provide lower rates of nonunion and mediastinitis, reduced pain, increased safety, closer sternal approximation, and required minimal soft tissue dissection.
as compared to cerclage wiring [2,11,12]. Additionally, preliminary studies of plate fixation of MSJ fracture-dislocations have shown low rates of complications and infection, excellent healing, and minimal damage to surrounding structures and vascular supply [10,13,14]. These studies along with the overwhelming success of rigid plate fixation in other orthopedic applications, place this method in the forefront for fixation of displaced MSJ fractures.

The rising incidence of MSJ fracture-dislocations, lack of standardized fixation method, relative lack of anatomical knowledge, and the promising results of plate fixation warrant an anatomical study of the sternum. The objective of this study was to determine the general anatomy, areas of greatest total and cortical thickness, and regions with the least variation of cadaveric sternums using micro-CT imaging. Thickness patterns were used to determine if the sternum is amenable to plate fixation and will serve to guide the placement of screws.

Materials and methods

Cadaveric specimens with attached clavicles and ribs were obtained from the University of Louisville Fresh Tissue Dissection Laboratory. Each specimen was lightly embalmed using the technique described by Anderson [15]. Once obtained, the specimens were sealed and frozen at -20°C until scanned in groups of three in a cylinder with diameter of 175 mm.

Exclusion criteria:

1. Traumatic cause of death
2. History of open thoracic surgery
3. Previous sternal fracture
4. CPR performed prior to death

An ACTIS 150/225 FFi-HR CT/DR System, with the FeinFocus 225 kV x-ray source (Bio-Imaging Research Inc., Lincolnshire, IL) was used for all micro-CT sternal scans. The x-ray source and image intensifier were fixed 703 mm apart in this cone beam scanner. The rotational and vertical displacement mechanisms were driven by Actis Software to manipulate the samples during scanning. The gantry was set with the source-image distance and offset distance to obtain the desired final image magnification. Each scan was performed at 55kV and 146 µA power, with 1000 views/rotation. Each view was captured twice and averaged for noise suppression. The resulting scans produced a nominal voxel-size resolution of 85 µm. The complete image stack was imported into a 3-D voxel-based modeling software (Volume Graphics VGStudio Max 2.2, Heidelberg, Germany) to create a solid model where density (gray-scale) thresholds were set to remove the soft tissues from the images, leaving only the bone tissue (Figure 1A).

Within the 3-D software, the sternal length was determined using a 3-point measuring system on the midsagittal slice from the jugular notch to the xiphoid process. The xiphoid process was excluded in all analyses because of its high degree of anatomical and age related variability and mobility. The sternal angle was determined using a 4-point angle tool with one line resting tangential to the manubrium and the other tangential to the body of the sternum (Figure 2B).

Using the sternal length measurement previously acquired, the sternum was divided into percentages. Measurements were taken every 10% in a true axial plane from the jugular notch (0%) to the xiphisternal joint (100%). The dots on each line indicate areas of interest measured every 10% from the jugular notch (0%) to the xiphisternal joint (100%). The dots on each line indicate areas where total and cortical thickness measurements were made dividing each axial slice into four equal quarters.

Results

A total of 9 sternums were scanned and analyzed: 7 males and 2 females. Due to the use of cadaveric specimens, there was an uneven age distribution with an average age of 75.1 years and a range of 48 to 92 years. Measurement results are given as mean (S.D.). The average anterior surface length of the manubrium and the sternum body were 5.1 cm (0.8) and 9.8 cm (1.3) respectively. The manubrium was almost always contained within the first 35% of the specimen. That led to
decreased reliability and large variability of the resulting measurements at the 30 and 40% marks. The average sternal angle was 16.9° (7.4) and exhibited a high degree of variability among specimens.

The manubrium was widest at the 10% mark, averaging 6.6 cm (0.9). The sternum was narrowest at the MSJ and at the XSJ, which by the numerical system employed was always at the 100% mark (Figure 4). The total sternal thickness was greater at the right and left thirds than the midline for the first 10%. From 20% to 40% the overall thickness was greater at midline. The midline and peripheral thicknesses were almost equal at the 50% mark and beyond that the peripheral thicknesses were greater (Figure 5A). The cortical thicknesses were not as clearly defined, as there was greater variation between the right and left third thicknesses. However, the midline cortical thickness was greater from 10% to 40% and at 100% and the peripheral cortical thicknesses were greater at 0%, 50%, and from 70% to 90%. At 60% the midline cortex thickness was between the left and right third thicknesses with the left being thicker than midline and the right being thinner than midline (Figure 5B).

The sternum was thickest at the periphery at the 10% mark with an average thickness of 1.5 cm (0.3) and the 95% confidence interval giving a maximum value of 21.1 cm. It was thinnest at the 20% mark peripherally with a thickness of 8.5 mm (1.7) with a 95% confidence interval giving a minimum value of 5.2 mm. Though interesting, and possibly useful clinically, as will be discussed, these patterns were not found to be statistically significant.

Discussion

The incidence of sternal fractures is low. Sternal fractures necessitating surgical fixation are even more infrequent. However, when an orthopedic surgeon is required to address sternal fractures operatively, the paucity of literature guidance for both preoperative planning and intraoperative technique is suboptimal. In the current setting the surgeon is often forced to improvise.

This cadaveric study describes the anatomy of the manubrium and sternum. The use of micro-CT has been shown to be a good method of evaluating cortical bone mass and predicting areas of likely propagation of fractures of other bones [16,17]. Micro-CT of the sternum produces high-resolution images and 3-D models allowing for accurate determination of the bony surface as well as cortical mass and anatomic variations.

Previous studies have shown significant size differences between male and female clavicles [18]. This characteristic of female thoracic anatomy predicts smaller female sternums. Female sternums in this study were shorter, thinner, narrower, and had a lower percentage of cortical bone compared to their male counterparts. This is likely attributable to both morphological and age-related sex differences.

Rigid plate fixation has been shown to be an effective method of fixation of MSJ and other sternal fractures [2,7,10,11,13,14,19]. Ostensibly, the close proximity of vital organs directly abutting the dorsal surface of the sternum makes substantive bicortical constructs unfeasible. Additionally, both cortical and overall bone thickness is relatively thin. Due to these conditions very short screws must be used. Obtaining strong, safe fixation is challenging. These problems can be overcome to some extent by the use of screws with decreased pitch and increased thread depth [20,21].

Despite the age related changes and cortical thinning seen in these cadaveric specimens, this study shows that the manubrium and sternum still do lend themselves to fixation by plate and screws. The majority of the patients with these fractures are contact sports athletes and those involved in motor vehicle collisions and consequently are younger than the cadaveric specimens examined [3,4,7]. Younger patients have greater cortical and trabecular bone mass making them even better candidates for screw and plate fixation. Assuming the bone patterns identified in these elderly patients are consistent in a younger population, we can begin to predict the areas that will allow the greatest screw purchase and subsequent greatest fixation. Based on this assumption, the superolateral and inferomedial manubrium and superomedial and inferolateral sternal body would provide the greatest purchase. Additionally, the middle portion of the manubrium, as well as the proximal sternal body exhibit little specimen variation and have small standard errors. Consequently, those areas should be utilized for screw placement during fracture fixation.

It is safe to say that the maximum screw length into bone required should be no longer than 21.4 mm. This does not include the length of the screw head or shaft that lies embedded within the plate. Screws longer than 21.4 mm would likely pose a threat to vital organs beneath the sternum. Currently there is no literature suggesting a maximum safe value for posterior screw protrusion. Screws shorter than 5.2 mm can be assumed to be safe in all areas of the manubrium and sternum but would likely be unicortical. The results at 0, 30, 40 and 100% showed the greatest variation in all measurements. This is inherent to the measuring system employed and the fact that the MSJ, known for

Figure 3. Axial slice of a micro-CT scan of the manubrium. At each point of interest, total width, right third, left third, and midline total thickness, and anterior and posterior cortical thickness were measured.

Figure 4. Maximum sternal width in mm along the length of the sternum from the jugular notch (0%) to the xiphisternal joint (100%). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

Figure 5. Lateral and sagittal views of the sternum showing the relative thicknesses at different points along the anterior and posterior cortices.
its wide anatomical and age related variability, always fell between 30 and 40%. These areas should be avoided when placing screws.

This study further defines the bony anatomy of the sternum. Unfortunately, the use of micro-CT is limited at this time to small cadaveric specimens and consequently results in older specimen age and less sternum availability. A larger scale CT study of living patients with a normal age and equal gender distribution is warranted before areas of greatest screw purchase can be determined with certainty. In addition, the success of preliminary trials of rigid plate fixation for displaced MS and other sternal fractures show promise for development of an orthopedic standard for sternal fracture fixation [2,7,10,11,13,14,19].
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